Should we invest time into Time Management?
At personal level (or maybe always), time means effort. The effort to accomplishing something or to become something, or even accumulate something that we deem useful.
This has to do with our hopes and dreams that we cultivate as we walk through life.
But then reality strikes:
e-mails, reports, papers, research (work), deadlines, meetings, conferences, etc....
Not to mention the distractors: facebook, whatsapp, your cell phone..
Those points are related to different parts of your life and might cover different aspects, but they all share a common thing, they generate information and fill your head and make use of your CPU power. Quite a lot actually.
They do take a lot time to be processed. And if you don’t learn how to process them in the right way you feel like Sisyphus.
Sisyphus who defied the gods and put Death in chains so that no human needed to die. When Death was eventually liberated and it came time for Sisyphus himself to die, he concocted a deceit which let him escape from the underworld. Finally captured, the gods decided on his punishment for all eternity. He would have to push a rock up a mountain; upon reaching the top, the rock would roll down again, leaving Sisyphus to start over.

I look into that image and I feel like in a prison. In our lives, the rock that Sisyphus pulls up everyday are the things that come to our lives without a purpose. They are imposed (by the gods) and we have to do it. Depending on its size, it really becomes a punishment.

Now how to deal with our rocks and yet find a sense of purpose and most important, find time for those things and get the rocks under control and eventually get rid of them or making them to become small peebles... this is hard right, but yet we can learn.

This is the subject of this talk
Let me start backwards, assuming that your rock is there and you have to deal with that. Later we will see how to, while rolling the rock up, to find ways to make a plan to scape from that punishment!

Disclaimer: you will hear that from somebody who is very, very disorganized and had to improve to survive (at work and at home!).

The first part is about this book, called GTD
Getting Things Done

“It’s possible a person to have an overwhelming number of things to do and still function productively with a clear head and a positive sense of relaxed control. That’s a great way to live and work, at elevated levels of effectiveness and efficiency.”

David Allen
“Anxiety is caused by a lack of control, organization, preparation, and action.”
Your CPU power is spent in remembering things and managing interruptions. This creates many what David calls “open loops”

The number of open loops increases as we go on in life, we assume more responsibilities, have an increasingly number of different roles and gradually shift from a member of a team to assume leadership positions.
Open Loops

“SOMETHING THAT HAS ENTERED YOUR LIFE THAT HAS AN UNCLEAR OUTCOME OR WHERE THE NEXT ACTION IS NOT DEFINED.”

David defines very early in the book what those open loops are. By defining them he already gives the solution to the problem!

Define an action!
Open Loops

Trusted System external to your mind
Let’s walk through this workflow.
A key component is to keep collecting action as they appear to free your mind immediately.

Here the goal is to take the thing out of your head, take out the anxiety that you might forget an important thing. You don’t need to go through the workflow of defining an action every time you have an idea.

There will be times for “scheduled” brainstormings and to review the system.
Capture all your “stuff”

Is the **next action** associated to it?

Is it a multi-step (project)?

* YES: Define next 2 or 3 actions towards completion and keep track of it under **projects**

Does it take less than 2 minutes? **DO IT**

* Delegate it and keep track in your system

* Defer it: fix date or next step/action to do as soon as I can

Example of items no actionable:

spam (mail or e-mail) (trash), potentially interesting paper (maybe someday), reference (archive)

Actionable items (use verbs to define those actions):
Projects: open a “folder” define the next 2–3 actions
Single items: put it there simply
For that I use Evernote (but this is not about the SW, you can use whatever you want). I like that because it is free and we synchronize across different devices.

I have a big note that collects many miscellaneous actions regarding the office for science and actions related to a few open projects.
“Complicated” projects have their own note. They could have a book on their own, with a note per phase for instance.

In simple projects it is enough to think about the next 2-3 steps. **Keep your head clean!**

Then, for more “complicated projects” I have a dedicated note.
David also stresses quite strongly the use of the calendar. It seems obvious but many of us use a calendar as block note, to record future actions that indeed can take place at anytime.

This is a wrong use of a calendar. It should be restricted to deadlines or actions that have to happen at a given point.
Small action are not worth the overhead of entering in the system.

**If an action takes less than 2 minutes, just do it!**

The 2 minutes limit is just a suggestion. It can be more, typically I think I use 5min. But the point is clear if there is something that can be done very, very quickly do it and take it out of your head!
Go through this process every week (for instance last thing before the weekend)

Keep the system update at all costs

Review your projects and pending actions periodically (again he suggests every Friday before the weekend, to start the weekend with your mind free!). At the moment you are reviewing your projects and next actions you will realize that many of them became obsolete.

As I said new ideas will pop-up all the time, keep collecting them. At the moment of the weekly review, you have a chance to go through time and enter them in your system.

Also process that stuff that comes into paper or your notes you took on paper (get rare those days).
I can't emphasize this enough. If you lost track of that, your CPU will have the tendency to start checking whether your system is really up-to-date. You feel it in your stomach!!!

If it happens, no panic. Block a few hours/a day and go through it, until you relax again.
By implementing GTD you will find that the size of the rock will decrease or becoming manageable.

But what we really want is to get rid of the rock. Is it possible?
Do you want to know who you are? Don't ask. **Act**! Action will delineate and define you.

In Zen, actions speak louder than words. Doing is more important than knowing, and knowledge which cannot be translated into action is of little worth.

Life isn’t about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself.
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Action seems to be a key element to a happy life
Do you want to know who you are? Don't ask. **Act**! Action will delineate and define you.

In Zen, actions speak louder than words. Doing is more important than knowing, and knowledge which cannot be translated into action is of little worth.

Life isn’t about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself.
This brings me to the second book – called the ONE thing.
"What’s the ONE Thing you can do such that by doing it everything else will be easier or unnecessary?"

Gary Keller

This book written by a real state champ(!) gravitates around this question.

As you can guess, it deals with prioritization of your “stuff”. A matter which is indeed a difficult one.
The more productive people are, the more purpose and priority are pushing and driving them.

Living by Priority

The point is even if you apply the GTD au pie de la lettre, you for sure will get your stuff under control and a relaxed mind, **BUT** does the stuff in your system has a meaning to you? Or working on them everyday makes you feel like Sisyphus?

Find your purpose, your personal mission and then transforming that into actions is a difficulty but yet very rewarding path to walk.
Why priority matters?

Many elite performers complete their journey in about ten years, which, if you do the math, is an average of about three hours of deliberate practice a day, every day, 365 days a year. Now, if your ONE Thing relates to work and you put in 250 workdays a year (five days a week for 50 weeks), to keep pace on your mastery journey you’ll need to average four hours a day.

This is not carved into stone, 4hr/days means that: you have to open up a considerable amount of time and work on that in a consistent way to build your expertise to fulfill your purpose.
The top case, you follow what comes to you naturally, you can achieve very good results in those areas, projects, etc. which is already very good. But even if this is the case, you are not in control. “Life” is telling you what to do.

Now although we will never 100% of control, we can still steer the ship towards a meaningful direction (to you) and create a different “destiny”, that’s is a breakthrough. This means to have and cultivate this mentality (the Purposeful approach)
To succeed you have to take responsibility of your own life, including thoughts, words, actions (personal leadership). Don’t victimize yourself by blaming others.

Remember **Action** is the key to become something – The ONE things talks about coherent action towards a goal, a purpose.
Start saying “no”: It’s not possible to please everyone. Say “yes” to your ONE Thing (and consider requests related to that priority). Say “no” to everything else.

Accept chaos: When you focus on your ONE Thing, other stuff will inevitably pile up. Don’t fight the mess or chaos. Trust that commitment to your main priority will, over time, yield the results that will prove you made the right decisions.

Manage your energy: Good personal energy management is foundational to productivity. This includes spiritual, physical, emotional, mental and business energies. The secret is to spend the early hours of your day energizing yourself, so you have what you need for the day.

Take ownership of your environment. Your environment includes who you see (people) and what you experience (place). Make sure these are aligned with and support your ONE Thing.